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Today any enterprise that contaminates the environment pays a certain sum of money as compensation. Of course, the contamination of the environment must be limited. There are fixed limits of every contaminating substance for each enterprise particularly. It is also known, that if these limits are exceeded the enterprise payment is five times higher.
The JSC “Sumykhimprom” is a vivid example of such an environment polluting plant. The real discharge of water contaminating substances and the limits set for them are represented in a Table 1.
This analysis shows that 45% of discharge exceeds the limits less than 1,5 times. That’s why we suggest that measures for discharge reduction should be conducted in a definite sequence. First of all we should reduce the discharge of the contaminating substances marked by one asterisk; second – by two asterisks; third – by three.













* – the real discharge exceeds limits 1,5 times and less
** – the real discharge exceeds limits more than 1,5 times but less than 5 times
*** – the real discharge exceeds limits 5 times and more

This choice is explained as follows:
1.	To eliminate the first-group pollutants does not require significant expenses. 
1.	This sequence allows to do away with limit exceeding and as a result to prevent fines, what means saving money.
1.	At the same time, it provides for solving the problem of reducing the contaminating substances discharge, thus taking care of ecological situation.
Today most nature protection measures of the JSC “Sumykhimprom” do not have an ecological orientation, and are planned only for the sake of running equipment repair. Therefore, instead of paying fines, it is necessary to determine the “week places” and to make a real program of nature protection measures which will allow to gradually reduce the discharge of contaminating substances, bringing their values down to the norm.
So, today more and more enterprises contaminate the environment and use compensation payments to hide increasing pollution of the environment. The proposed approach gives an opportunity to the analysis of limit exceeding degrees and to define the sequence of carry out the nature protections measures, which enables us to reduce enterprise ecological payments and at the same time to save our nature.




